Crossover to surface flow in supercooled unentangled polymer films
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We study the driven flow of an unentangled glassy polymer film with a free upper surface and
supported below by a substrate using non-equilibrium molecular dynamics simulations based on
a bead-spring model. Above the glass transition temperature Tg , simple Poiseuille laminar flow
is observed with the film mobility defined as the flow current density per unit pressure gradient
scaling as h3 with the film thickness h. Below Tg , the film mobility becomes independent of h
signifying surface transport. This is in full agreement with recent experiments on the time evolution
of capillary waves in polystyrene films supported by silica. A mobile layer is found responsible for
the surface transport as previously conjectured. Our result also shows that it has a velocity profile
decaying exponentially into the bulk.
PACS numbers: 83.80.Sg, 64.70.pj, 61.20.Ja, 47.15.gm

I.

INTRODUCTION

Glassy polymer films are of great technological importance. They also play an important role in studying
the general dynamics of glass under confined geometries
[1]. For a long time, the glass transition temperature Tg
of thin polymer films supported by a substrate or freestanding has been observed to depend non-trivially on
the film thickness [2, 3]. One of the major reasons is believed to be the existence of a thin layer at the free surface
with enhanced mobility [2, 4]. This notion is supported
by the strong heterogeneity in the local dynamics at the
free surface observed in a range of experiments [5–10].
One intriguing finding about the enhanced surface dynamics is that it is Arrhenius in sharp contrast with the
cooperative glassy dynamics usually found of the inner
regions [5, 7, 8].
Molecular dynamics simulations are instrumental in
the study of glassy polymers [11]. Generic properties
independent of the details in the molecular structure
are most efficiently simulated by using classical coarsegrained models in which groups of closely bounded atoms
are represented by point particles. Within this framework, thin films that are supported by a substrate [12–
15], free-standing [12, 16, 17], or sandwiched between impenetrable walls [18–22] were studied. Experimentally
observed deviation of Tg from the bulk value were generally reproduced. Measurement of mean square displacement of particles at free surfaces also shows much enhanced mobility [14, 17]. Effects of confinement have
also been studied by simulating driven flow of polymer
films sandwiched between repulsive walls [19, 20].
This paper aims at gaining a better molecular-level un-
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derstanding of the experimentally measured thin film viscosity and mobility in Ref. [8]. In that work, the morphological evolution of initially flat unentangled short-chain
polystyrene (PS) films supported by silica was monitored
by atomic force microscopy [23, 24]. Due to thermal activation and destablizing film-substrate interactions, the
films roughen spontaneously with the development of surface capillary waves. Further evolution is dictated by
drifts induced by surface tension and the film-substrate
interactions as well as thermal diffusion. By comparing
the surface roughening rate with predictions based on a
drift diffusion equation [25, 26], the film mobility and
polymer viscosity were obtained as functions of the film
thickness and temperature.
In the following, we report large-scale non-equilibrium
molecular dynamics simulations on the driven flow of supported polymer films. Results are compared to experiments in Ref. [8]. External forces are applied to the film
particles to model the effects of pressure gradients induced by surface tension and film-substrate interactions
in roughening films. From the steady-state velocities of
the simulated particles, film mobility and viscosity are
measured. More importantly, particle velocity profiles
that are not experimentally accessible are also studied.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II,
we explain the model and the simulation method. The
results are described in Sec. III while Sec. IV concludes
the paper.
II.

SIMULATION METHOD

We simulate a bead-spring model of polymer chains
identical to that studied in Refs. [18, 19]. Van der Waals
interactions between particles are modeled by a truncated and shifted Lennard Jones (LJ) potential given by
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for r ≤ rc and zero otherwise. Here, σ denotes the particle diameter and the cutoff, rc , is given by 2 · 21/6 so
that the potential has both attractive and repulsive parts.
The constant U0 follows from the continuity of ULJ at rc .
Bonded particles are further bounded by a finitely extensible nonlinear elastic (FENE) potential [27]
"
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where k = 30/σ 2 and R0 = 1.5σ. It forbids the unphysical crossing of chains through each other. We adopt a
dimensionless system of units where σ =  = 1 and particle mass M = 1.
The substrate is modeled by an FCC (100) surface
[21, 22] of lattice constant 2. The larger lattice constant allows film particles to squeeze in between the top
layer of substrate atoms and provides appreciable interface roughness. This enhance the interface friction and
reduces density oscillations close to the substrate. Each
substrate atom has mass Ms = 1 and is anchored to
its lattice position by a linear spring of spring constant
ks = 100. They interact with the particles via a LJ
potential with σs = 1.2 and s = 1.5 while the cutoff distance remains unchanged. With these parameters, the
film readily wets the substrate and the no-slip boundary condition under driven flow holds in the temperature
range studied. In addition, particles are not able to penetrate into the substrate.
Our simulations are performed using the HOOMD software package [28] which runs on graphic processing units
(GPUs) and provides an order of magnitude speedup over
CPU-based simulations. The simulation cell has a size of
L × L × ∞ under periodic boundary conditions in the
lateral directions. More precisely, the cell thickness is
large but finite, which makes no difference as the chains
never vaporize. Two monolayers of substrate atoms are
simulated with the upper layer positioned at z = 0.
The preparation of thermalized polymer films in general follows previous techniques [18, 29] with changes
mainly due to programming convenience. Initial polymer
chain configurations are generated by three-dimensional
off-lattice random walks starting from random positions
in a rectangular box of size L × L × hI placed right
above the substrate, where hI is determined from an initial particle density of 0.85. We first perform a push-off
of overlapping particles. To avoid numerical divergence,
the hard-core repulsive part of the LJ potential is temporarily replaced by a soft linear potential and the FENE
potential by a harmonic potential [17]. A downward force
is also applied to the particles to suppress vaporization.
Molecular dynamics simulations is performed with a time
step of 0.001 and temperature targeted at 0.01 using dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) applied to all particles.
As push-off proceeds, the magnitude of the linear repulsive potential is increased gradually while the downward
force is reduced. Towards the end of the process, we revert back to the LJ and FENE potentials and remove the

downward force.

Subsequent simulations are conducted with a time step
of 0.005 under NVT conditions with constant volume and
temperature. Note that the simulation cell of fixed volume is tall compared with the film, the thickness of which
varies with time nontrivially. A Nosé-Hoover thermostat
is applied only to the substrate atoms which has zero net
motion even during forced flow. DPD thermostat could
be applied to the film particles but is switched off for
better computational efficiency. After the push-off as described above, the system is annealed at T=1 and then
at T=0.60 each for 107 time steps. We then repeatedly
quench and anneal the system by steps of ∆T = 0.02
until the desired temperature is reached. Each of these
quenching or annealing process involves 107 time steps.
At T ≥ 0.50, the r.m.s. displacement of the particles during each quenching and anneal process exceeds 3Rg in all
parts of the films, where Rg ' 1.5 in this work. Hence
the films can be considered as fully relaxed. As temperature decreases, the films are in a supercooled state. At
the lowest temperature of T = 0.36 considered here, the
corresponding r.m.s. displacement of the slowest layer
of particles, which resides close to the substrate, is only
about 0.2. Nevertheless, we do not observe noticeable
dependence of our results on the annealing duration.

To study the film transport properties in the linear
regime, we apply a small external force fe in the +x̂ direction to each particle in an annealed film [19]. The
forces are turned on gradually over 5 × 105 time steps. If
they are turned on abruptly, the films may be damaged
and admit poor temperature control because of degraded
thermal conductance caused by defects creation. To ensure linear transport, we have checked that decreasing fe
in less extensive runs gives similar flow velocity profile
after normalization by fe . We find that a range of more
sensitive tests is also required. Specifically, the average
radius of gyration Rgx of the chains projected on the
x-axis should be a constant with respect to time after
taking statistical fluctuations into account. Otherwise,
chain deformations can speed up the flow, leading to a
nonlinear flow regime in the presence of shear thinning.
The density profile especially at the surface should also
be unchanged indicating the absence of stress induced
roughening. Moreover, the instantaneous film temperatures measured from snapshots of film configurations
admit a small r.m.s. fluctuation of less than 0.005, while
the time averaged film temperature is consistent with the
nominal value within ±0.001 in all cases. This verifies
that the heat generated in the films due to the forced flow
is well dissipated through the substrate. Simulations are
computationally most demanding for thick films at low
temperatures during to the slow flow rate. The longest
run reported here takes about 12 days to execute on a
Nvidia GTX580 GPU.
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FIG. 1: (Color online) A film of 900 chains (randomly colored) of length N = 10 on a substrate shaded in yellow (bottom) at T = 0.36. Note that periodic boundary conditions
are applied in the lateral directions.
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Plot of density ρ against z for a film
with 1800 chains at T = 0.36. The solid lines show fits to a
constant and the cumulative normal distribution function for
the inner and surface regions respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Systems of lateral width L = 36 and chains of length
N = 10 are considered. Our main study involves five
film samples consisting of 450, 600, 900, 1200 and 1800
chains, corresponding to various thicknesses, h, between
3.0 and 13.0 (see below). Figure 1 shows the film with
900 chains after annealing at T = 0.36. We calculate
the density profiles of the films by histogramming the z
coordinates of the particles. Figure 2 plots the density ρ
of the film with 1800 chains at T = 0.36 averaged over
the second half of the annealing process. Density oscillations are observed close to the substrate [18], which,
despite decaying, extend all the way to the free surface
at low temperature as seen before [15]. These oscillations
are reproducible and indicate preferred positions relative
to the substrate. Nevertheless, visual inspection of the
films indicates no crystallized region. The density in the
inner region averages to ρ0 = 1.04. At the surface, it
fits well to ρ = ρ0 Φ((h − z)/W ) with a film height of
h = 13.0 and a r.m.s. surface width of W = 0.286, where
Φ denotes the standard cumulative normal distribution
function. This form follows from the equilibrium Gaussian surface height profile [30] despite being supercooled.
By conducting similar simulations and analyses, we find
that the 5 films studied has thickness h = 3.0, 4.1, 6.3, 8.5,
and 13.0 at T = 0.36. For convenience, these values are
used to label the nominal thickness of the films.
In this study, we are mainly interested in driven flow.
Under a planar pressure gradient ∇P in the +x̂ direction, the particles move with an average velocity v̄x in the
steady state. Consider a cross-sectional region of dimension ly ×h normal to the flow direction and extending over
the whole thickness of the film. The volumetric flow rate
equals Q = v̄x ly h. We define a fluid current density per
unit width of the cross-sectional region, J = Q/ly = v̄x h.
Considering linear transport,
J = M | ∇P |,
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(3)

where M is the film mobility characterizing the transport efficiency of the film as a whole. Observing that a
pressure gradient induces a force fe =| ∇P | /ρ0 on each
particle, one may write that
M=

v̄x h
,
f e ρ0

(4)

where ρ0 can be most conveniently obtained from ρ2d =
ρ0 h with ρ2d denoting the areal density of the film.
We now focus on temperatures at T = 0.50, 0.40, and
0.36, which are respectively well above, close to and below the bulk Tg ' 0.40 in this model. To estimate the
bulk Tg , we employ standard density measurement during cooling of bulk samples under periodic boundary and
NPT conditions. The value is consistent with those found
for the same model with slightly smaller values of the cutoff rc [14, 16].
External forces equal to fe = 0.002, 0.005, and 0.01,
respectively, are applied to particles in films quenched to
T = 0.50, 0.40, and 0.36. Doubling fe for example will
lead to a measurable rise up of the film temperature for
T = 0.50 and an increase in the projected radius of gyration Rgx for T ≤ 0.40. Molecular dynamics simulations
as explained in Sec. II are conducted. Particle positions
are recorded after simulating every 3000, 3 × 104 and 105
time steps, respectively. In each case, 10000 snapshots
are recorded. All analyses are based on the last 9000
snapshots corresponding to configurations long after the
steady state is attained. At T = 0.36, the transport is
the slowest, but the total displacement of the surface particles still averages to about 20 in the +x̂ direction which
is well beyond Rg .
We calculate the velocity v̄x averaged over all the particles in the film and times using the particle positions
snapshots. The film mobility then follows from Eq. (4)
and the results are plotted in Fig. 3. Transport prop-
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Plot of film mobility M against film
thickness h. The solid and dashed lines show fits to M ∝ h3
and a constant respectively.
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Plot of thin film viscosity η against
thickness h. The solid and the dashed lines show fits to a
constant and η ∝ h3 , respectively.

erties are conventionally characterized by the fluid viscosity. For a fluid with a homogeneous viscosity η under
Poiseuille flow, i.e. simple laminar open channel flow,
with no slip at the solid boundary, we have
M=

h3
.
3η

(5)

where η is independent of h. However, as we will see
below, the viscosity in our polymer films at low temperatures cannot be assumed homogeneous and Eq. (5) needs
to be re-interpreted. Given M , Eq. (5) then becomes a
definition of a thin film viscosity η, which is a weighted
average of the local viscosities. The hence calculated η is
plotted against the film thickness h in Fig. 4.
From Figs. 3 and 4, one can see that the film mobility
M increases notably with T . On the other hand, η, being

related to M by Eq. (5), decreases with T as expected.
We now focus on the thickness dependence of our result.
At T = 0.50, well above the bulk Tg , and h ≥ 6.3, we
obtain a constant value for η while M ∝ h3 as predicted
by Eq. (5) for Poiseuille flow. Despite some deviations
for h < 6.3, the dynamics is generally well characterized
by a single homogeneous viscosity η, signifying its being
a material parameter.
At T = 0.36, below Tg , M becomes independent of h,
indicating that Poiseuille flow with a homogeneous viscosity breaks down completely. At the same time, the
thin film viscosity, η, follows η ∝ h3 . That η depends
on h implies that it is no longer an intrinsic material
parameter and the local viscosity is very inhomogeneous
spatially. The dynamics is then most naturally characterized by the mobility M of the film. At T = 0.40, the
data show intermediate behaviors.
Experiments on PS supported by silica have demonstrated a similar constancy of η and M with respect to
h at high and low temperatures, respectively, via appropriate data collapses [8]. At low temperatures, the film
mobility M being independent of h means that thinner
films transport the fluid as efficiently as thicker films.
This is interpreted as a signature of surface transport in
Ref. [8]. We provide below direct numerical support for
this interpretation.
For each snapshot of particle positions, we rank the
particles according to their z-coordinates. The flow velocity profile is studied by computing a layer-resolved
particle velocity vx . The first layer is composed of the
lowest 450 particles. The next lowest 450 particles constitute the second layer and so on. The ith data point
corresponds to values of vx and z obtained by averaging
over all members in the ith layer and over time, noting
that the particles contained in a layer may change with
time. This layering approach, in contrast with some established methods [17, 18], provides the convenience of
comparable statistics for each data point. Here, particle
velocity vx is inferred from the particle displacement up
to the next snapshot. Particles that have moved to other
layers in the second snapshot are not excluded. We have
chosen durations between snapshots as such that similarly defined layer-resolved mean square displacement
in the z-direction is less than 0.3 even at the film surface. Intermixing between the layers over consecutive
snapshots is hence small.
Figure 5 shows the force-normalized velocity profile
vx /fe as a function of z found in our simulations. At
T = 0.50 (Fig. 5(a)), vx increases monotonically with z
and in general also with h as expected. Poiseuille flow
with a homogeneous viscosity and no-slip boundary conditions predicts that
vx =

| ∇P |
(2hz − z 2 ),
2η

(6)

which implies
     
z
z 2
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Plot of vx /h2 fe against z/h for T =
0.50. The solid line shows a fit based on Poiseuille flow with
a homogeneous viscosity (Eq. (7)).
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Plots of force-normalized particle velocity vx /fe against distance z from the substrate at T = 0.50
(a), 0.40 (b), and 0.36 (c).

The validity of Poiseuille flow for the current model at
high temperatures is well established [19, 20]. These
equations describe our simulations at T = 0.60 for sufficiently thick films as expected (data not shown). Here,
we illustrate the gradual breakdown of the Poiseuille description as T decreases. In Fig. 6 is plotted vx /h2 fe
against z/h using the data in Fig. 5(a) corresponding to
a temperature of T = 0.50. For h ≥ 6, the three curves
collapses into the same parabolic form predicted by Eq.
(7) for z/h ≤ 0.6. This shows the validity of Poiseuille
flow and a homogeneous viscosity in the inner regions of
the thicker films. For larger z/h, however, the velocity vx
is faster than predicted, indicating enhance mobility or
lower local viscosity at the free surface. For the two thinner films, namely h = 3.0 and 4.1, the deviation from the
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FIG. 7: (Color online) Plot of vx /fe against distance h − z
from the free surface. The solid line shows a fit to an exponential function.

Poiseuille form is more pronounced as the enhanced surface mobility becomes more important. The data points
in Fig. 6 which deviates from Eq. (7) collapses well into a
single curve when we plot vx (h) − vx (z) against h − z and
this implies a depth dependent viscosity near the surface
region. From Fig. 5(b), vx versus z becomes concave
at T = 0.40, clearly distinct from the convex Poiseuille
parabolic form seen in Fig. 5(a). Flow at the free surface
is much enhanced, while the inner region is still able to
carry considerable flow.
More interestingly, we find in Figure 5(c) that at
T = 0.36, surface transport becomes clearly dominant as
vx in the inner region becomes negligibly small. Figure
7 plots vx against the distance h − z from the free surface. As seen, all the data collapse into the same curve,
meaning that vx depends only on its distance from the
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free surface and is independent of the distance from the
substrate. The inner region and the substrate hence play
no direct role in the transport. We find that the surface
flow velocity fits well to an exponential function of the
form


h−z
,
(8)
vx = Cfe exp −
λM
where λM signifies a mobile layer thickness and found to
be 0.94. We also get C ' 1.63 × 10−3 .
Because of the exponential velocity profile vx , the surface region crosses over into the inner, slower region gradually rather than abruptly, which has often been assumed
in previous two-layer model analysis for simplicity [8, 31].
Since an exponential profile is another simplest possibility, it was compared with a two-layer model recently [32].
In here, we use the “skin depth” λM = 0.94 to quantitatively characterize the mobile layer thickness for the observed fluid flow, although the enhanced mobility extends
much deeper than λM in the presence of the exponential
tail. This value is close to the particle diameter, but is
also in the same order of magnitude as Rg ' 1.5 due to
the small chain length of N = 10 considered here. We
have also performed simulations at N = 20 which is computationally much more challenging due to the reduced
flow rate and the worsened problem of shear thinning.
Our preliminary result shows a much reduced mobility
but a similar exponential profile with the same value of
λM . We hence believe that λM is dictated by the particle diameter rather than Rg . Furthermore, although the
mobile layer thickness for flow dynamics has not been
directly measured in experiment, it has been inferred to
be 3 nm or thinner as no significant reduction of surface
transport is observed at this thickness [8].
A theoretical description of the surface mobile layer is
at present controversial [33–35]. The identification of an
exponential velocity profile here may contribute to scrutinizing theoretical approaches. Despite lacking a quantitative theory, much about the chain dynamics in the
mobile layer can be understood qualitatively by viewing
movies depicting the dynamics of individual chains [36].
It is readily observable that in the surface flow regime,
there exists no sharp boundary between the actively hopping surface particles and the basically vibrating inner
ones. The drift motions of the particles induced by external forces are very intermittent and are superimposed
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